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Competitive PPP: how to make inland rail real
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NTR is an alternative

• National Trunk Rail offers a new trunk rail line

• The only integrated supply chain connection between 
Melbourne and Brisbane

• NTR has invested three years and $5 million to 
research a 21st century inland rail solution

• NTR brings rail, financial and construction expertise 
to the project

• NTR’s solution is shorter, flatter and straighter



NTR is an alternative

• Locally, the NTR solution will deliver:

• Twin tunnels down the range

• Spur line to Miles

• Double track to Acacia Ridge in Brisbane

• Innovative 2 x 8 km tunnel to Port of Brisbane

• Under a PPP process, inland rail can be delivered 
within six years of approvals



NTR is an alternative

• 25,000 construction jobs and 3,000 operational jobs

• Economic activity during construction:  $35 billion

• Regional Queensland, NSW and Victoria expansion 
in agricultural and mineral resources products

• Thousands less truck movements across 
Queensland, NSW and Victoria every day



Inland Rail: critical to Australia

• Successive Federal Governments should be 
acknowledged for investigating an inland rail 
opportunity 

• Solving the growing freight task on Australia’s east 
coast is critical

• A Melbourne to Brisbane trunk rail line is the solution

• But funding a “look see” is not funding a project



Let’s be realistic

• 2015-2019 Federal Government will spend:

• $25.5 billion on road infrastructure

• $4.01 billion on rail infrastructure



Let’s be realistic

$6 out of every $7 is to be spent on roads



Let’s be realistic

• (2010) ARTC inland rail estimate: $4.7 billion

• NTR’s assessment of ARTC: $10+ billion project

• Federal Government has committed only $300 million

• No federal funding for inland rail in future budgets

There is a gap between what the government 
has committed and what the project needs.

It is in the multiple billions of dollars.



Let’s be realistic

• Inland rail is a once-in-a-generation opportunity

• Inland rail should not be a piecemeal jigsaw

• This project will stand for 100 years

• It should be the best economic & engineering solution

• It should not be a poor compromise



Private sector has the answer

• The private sector has an appetite for infrastructure 
investment – it is best placed to largely fund and build

• The private sector brings innovation and experience

• The role of government should be to set standards 
and performance outcomes, not to build

• Government opened up the Toowoomba second 
range crossing to private sector competition. Why?



Private sector has the answer

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Infrastructure 
and Regional Development, Warren Truss:

“The selection of Nexus is a result of the Australian and 

Queensland governments’ drive to attract world class 

expertise and innovation to deliver infrastructure with 

significant benefits to the regional, state and national 

economies.”



Private sector has the answer

Queensland Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and 
Ports, Mark Bailey:

“These were highly competitive and innovative 

proposals to deliver value for money outcomes through 

design enhancements for the construction and 

operation and maintenance of the road.”



Private sector has the answer

Federal Minister for Industry and Science, Federal 
Member for Groom, Ian Macfarlane:

“The project was a great example of the Australian and 

Queensland governments working with the private 

sector to deliver a world-class asset.”



• PPPs demonstrate clearly superior cost efficiency 

over traditional procurement.

• In absolute terms, the PPP cost advantage was found 

to be economically and statistically significant.

• PPPs were found to be completed 3.4 percent ahead

of time on average, while traditional projects were 

completed 23.5 percent behind time.

Infrastructure Partnerships Australia 



Infrastructure Partnerships Australia 

• Our overall conclusion is that PPPs provide superior 

performance in both the cost and time dimensions, 

and that the PPP advantage increases (in absolute 

terms) with the size and complexity of projects.



What next?

• The Anderson Report should identify a competitive 
PPP process as the best way to deliver inland rail

• The Federal and State Governments should stop the 
“look see” and commit to inland rail

• These governments must open up the inland rail 
project to a competitive PPP process to ensure the 
best outcomes for:

• Australian taxpayers

• Agricultural and mineral resources sectors

• Regional Australian communities along the route



Questions?
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